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1: Alaskool: Book review of Shadows on the Koyukuk
Shadows on the Koyukuk: An Alaskan Native's Life Along the River [Sidney Huntington, Jim Rearden] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In his dramatic autobiography, Alaskan elder Sidney
Huntington, half-white, half-Athabascan, recounts his adventures.

In it, he shares one amazing story after another about living off the land in a very harsh climate. At the end of
the book, Hunting I really enjoyed this memoir by Sidney Huntington, born in rural Alaska in to a Koyukon
mother and white Klondike gold rusher father. At the end of the book, Huntington reflects It is also knowing
how to build a boat, a fish wheel, a log cabin, or how to set a trap or a snare. It is knowing how to build a fire,
how to dress for the cold, how to find your way in the woods. It is knowing how to be frugal with supplies,
and how to care for equipment. It is knowing how to dress a moose or a salmon, how to repair a snow machine
or an outboard motor, how to shoot a gun. I believe the American Thanksgiving evolved directly from the
potlatch, or a similar East Coast Indian ceremony. According to the standard version of how Thanksgiving
began, the Pilgrims feasted to give thanks for the bounty of their new land. But I have a theory. Many Pilgrims
died during their first winter in the New World. During the following spring, summer, and fall, I presume, the
Indians taught the Pilgrims how to grow corn and harvest wild game to prepare themselves for winter. My
guess is that the Indians became concerned because the Pilgrims had not honored those who had died the
previous winter, and without a ceremonial feast, the dead had not been shown proper respect. I think the
Indians convinced the Pilgrims to make a potlatch, as we say. The Pilgrims probably considered this
superstitious nonsense, so instead of calling it a potlatch, they covered their tracks by calling it Thanksgiving.
Sydney Huntington is famous here, a self-made man and now elder committed to his people Athabaskan
Indians, although he is half-white and to preserving at least some of the subsistence lifestyle, while also
championing education. I was even more embarrassed this summer when I passed through Galena during a
long canoe trip and had the chance to meet Sydney, and still had not read his book. My paddling partner and I
read sections at campfires along the river -- a fitting way to read it -- but had made little progress. Sydney was
sitting on his porch making an ulu when we met him. Maybe there was a sign on his house. We chatted with
Sydney, now hard of hearing and a bit hard to follow, and he signed our book. It is about a way of life we will
never see again, was good but real hard way of life at times. I worked hard and got good grades, he writes of
his schooling. Sydney, maybe more than any other Alaska Native, writes smartly about Native culture in
modern times. And he lives it. But, modern or not, about seventy-five percent of the food we live on still
comes from the wildlands along the Yukon and Koyukuk Rivers.
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Shadows on the Koyukuk has ratings and 42 reviews. Sarazen said: This is not the best written book, but buckle your
seat belt, this true story is a h.

It gave me everything I have. When his mother died suddenly, 5-year-old Huntington protected and cared for
his younger brother and sister during two weeks of isolation. Later, as a teenager, he plied the wilderness
traplines with his father, nearly freezing to death several times. These and many other episodes are the
compelling background for the story of a man who learned the lessons of a land and culture, lessons that
enabled him to prosper as trapper, boat builder, and fisherman. It is also a tribute to the Athapaskan traditions
and spiritual beliefs that enabled him and his ancestors to survive. Read more About the author Jim Rearden
has been a resident of Alaska since He has written 29 books on Alaskan subjects and magazine articles for
about 40 different magazines around the world. He holds wildlife conservation degrees from Oregon State
University and the University of Maine, as well as an honorary Dr. He lives in Homer, Alaska with his wife
Audrey, in a log house he built himself. Half-Athapaskan Sidney Huntington, born in , grew up in the
Koyukuk River country of Northern Alaska, a region that most Americans consider frontier wilderness. In his
early years, birchbark canoes, god teams, and paddlewheel steamers were the primary modes of transportation.
His Koyukukon Athapaskan mother died when he was five, after which he lived at a Yukon River mission.
When he was twelve he joined his father on a trapline. Home was a log cabin, and the Huntingtons lived
mostly off the land. He was on own at sixteen, trapping and selling furs, hunting and fishing for food, and
annually growing a vegetable garden. During his adventurous life, Huntington has learned the habits of
wolves, moose, caribou, and other Koyukuk wildlife. Living in the wilds, he has had many narrow escapes,
including a close call from a charging bear. He used his knowledge of wildlife when he served for twenty
years as a member of the Alaska Board of Fish and Game and the Alaska Board of Game. Wild game and
Yukon River salmon still make up most of his food. He observers many of the old Athapaskan customs, and
enjoys traditional stories that reveal the history and character of the of the Koyukukon people.
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3: Shadows on the Koyukuk: An Alaskan Native's Life Along the River
Shadows on the Koyukuk Sidney Huntington & Jim Rearden Alaska Northwest Books, Anchorage AK USA Reviewed by
Jim Kerr. In Shadows on the Koyukuk Sydney Huntington combines first hand experiences with stories handed down to
him to share rare glimpses of Alaskan history.

Product Description In his dramatic autobiography, Alaskan elder Sidney Huntington, half-white,
half-Athabascan, recounts his adventures, tragedies, and ultimate success. The author wrote this book I think
for many reasons. One big one is that he had a little Brother named James Jimmy who wrote a very good book
many years before this one called "On the Edge of Nowhere". This book is a little better in my opinion. But
they are both terriffic! They were half Indian half white kids who both grew up to be quite accomplished.
Jimmy won some big sled dog races and was successful in many ways too. They both served in elected or
appointed positions and helped to make Alaska a better state. There were just so many great stories. They
blocked up escape routes and chopped through the top of the Den. Then his Aunt went into the Den and passed
the live Beavers out to her Husband who dispatched them with a club. There is more to it than that of course.
You must hand out the Beavers in a certain order and must talk to them a certain way. I hope this intrigues you
because I thought it was pretty cool. How about the old Indian way of Hunting Grizz? First of all you go
secretly. No one must know. If anyone, especially a wife finds out your plans, you must cancel. When you do
finally sneak away with your few companions you might be gone for a few months and frankly you may never
come back. You have to stand near a den entrance with the butt end of your spear planted in the ground,
showing no fear while a huge Grizzley comes rushing at you cause you disturbed his slumber. You hope he
comes the right way and must be pure of soul so God will grant you this prize. If he does, you may never talk
about the hunt because that is disrespectful. Really interesting history, rituals and sociology are included in
these tales that are related in a very relaxed and readable way. I wish there was a sequel. It was just a great
story. By Timothy Webster on Oct 19, I was given this book by my father, who met Sidney and said he was a
heck of a guy. That alone is a glowing review. I have been born and raised in Alaska and even though I lead a
more urban life, I could relate to and picture most of the accounts in this book. I think the more time you
spend in the wilderness, the more you would appreciate this book. Hopefully, those of you who have not been
in the wilds of Alaska will still get a lot out of this book. I am not an emotional reader, but I had tears in my
eyes more than once while reading it. Sidney bridges the native and white cultures so well - I think both
cultures would be better off if we lived to his ideals. Shadows on the Koyukuk are enchanting! As a teenager
he plies wilderness traplines with his father, nearly freezing to death several times. You will also find out what
"tundra daisies" are. A pleasing memoir of a full life! The real-deal Interior Bush adventure bio! Immediately,
this book was recommended. Simultaneously, I ended up visiting most of the villages mentioned in the book;
very accurate, informative and fun! Sydney is still alive, fishing and living the Yukon River I have decided to
read this story to my children. A compelling story and I would recommend this story to anyone. All about
Great People in a Great Land By Thomas Stelmak on Nov 26, This story takes you along the journey of a man
and his great and courageous people, in a land that was beautiful, bountiful, but harsh. To our modern day
standards, we wonder how they ever survived. To survive they had to be smart, inovative, ingenious, careful,
and plain tough. If you want to know how honorable people lived life in the real frontier, read this book. From
losing your mom at age 7 and taking care of 2 younger siblings for days until they were discosvered, to killing
a Grizzly bear by hand, this was the norm before civilization hit the region. A truly remarkable book. YOu
will want to re-read again and again. I learned so much more about the interior cultures. Truly a must read for
anyone interested in this topic. Reality Alaska By J. Wallman on May 12, I am an Alaskan. This is the best! A
Customer on May 07, Sidney Huntington was the opening speaker at a teacher job fair I attended in
Anchorage this spring. I was immediately impressed by his humor, his wisdom, and the experience which so
obviously underlies both. The book reads like a well worn pair of boots, carrying you comfortably through the
colorful life of one Alaskan native. I highly recommend this book to any and all who admire people of
adventurous and unconquerable spirit! If you are more interested in the Indian customs and backgrounds you
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might like this one, but for sheer reading pleasure go with On the Edge of Nowhere! Some of it is difficult to
imagine but its all true. It is a powerful and, some may say disturbing, chapter of tragedy on a level that
requires some reflection. Add a Book Review Book Summary: This particular edition is in a Paperback
format. It was published by Alaska Northwest Books and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at
the lowest price, Click Here.
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4: Shadows On The Koyukuk | Download eBook PDF/EPUB
Shadows on the Koyukuk is a memoir of Sidney Huntington's life as the son of a white trapper and an Athapaskan
Indian mother in rural Alaska. As a child, he learns to live on the land in the Koyukuk River valley.

The Shadows on the Koyukuk: Once you download the file, it is yours to keep and print for your classroom.
They include detailed descriptions of when to assign reading, homework, in-class work, fun activities, quizzes,
tests and more. Use the entire Shadows on the Koyukuk: Calendars cover one, two, four, and eight week units.
Determine how long your Shadows on the Koyukuk: Chapter Abstracts Chapter abstracts are short
descriptions of events that occur in each chapter of Shadows on the Koyukuk: They highlight major plot
events and detail the important relationships and characteristics of important characters. The Chapter Abstracts
can be used to review what the students have read, or to prepare the students for what they will read. Hand the
abstracts out in class as a study guide, or use them as a "key" for a class discussion. They are relatively brief,
but can serve to be an excellent refresher of Shadows on the Koyukuk: Character and Object Descriptions
Character and Object Descriptions provide descriptions of the significant characters as well as objects and
places in Shadows on the Koyukuk: These can be printed out and used as an individual study guide for
students, a "key" for leading a class discussion, a summary review prior to exams, or a refresher for an
educator. The character and object descriptions are also used in some of the quizzes and tests in this lesson
plan. The longest descriptions run about words. They become shorter as the importance of the character or
object declines. Daily Lessons This section of the lesson plan contains 30 Daily Lessons. Daily Lessons each
have a specific objective and offer at least three often more ways to teach that objective. Lessons include
classroom discussions, group and partner activities, in-class handouts, individual writing assignments, at least
one homework assignment, class participation exercises and other ways to teach students about Shadows on
the Koyukuk: You can combine daily lessons or use the ideas within them to create your own unique
curriculum. They vary greatly from day to day and offer an array of creative ideas that provide many options
for an educator. The 20 enjoyable, interactive classroom activities that are included will help students
understand Shadows on the Koyukuk: Fun Classroom Activities include group projects, games, critical
thinking activities, brainstorming sessions, writing poems, drawing or sketching, and countless other creative
exercises. Many of the activities encourage students to interact with each other, be creative and think "outside
of the box," and ultimately grasp key concepts from the text by "doing" rather than simply studying. Fun
activities are a great way to keep students interested and engaged while still providing a deeper understanding
of Shadows on the Koyukuk: Students should have a full understanding of the unit material in order to answer
these questions. They often include multiple parts of the work and ask for a thorough analysis of the overall
text. They nearly always require a substantial response. Essay responses are typically expected to be one or
more page s and consist of multiple paragraphs, although it is possible to write answers more briefly. But, they
also cover many of the other issues specific to the work and to the world today. They ask students to
demonstrate a deeper understanding of Shadows on the Koyukuk: The short essay questions evaluate not only
whether students have read the material, but also how well they understand and can apply it. They require
more thought than multiple choice questions, but are shorter than the essay questions. Use these questions for
quizzes, homework assignments or tests. The questions are broken out into sections, so they focus on specific
chapters within Shadows on the Koyukuk: This allows you to test and review the book as you proceed through
the unit. Typically, there are questions per chapter, act or section. Pass the forms out before you assign
reading, so students will know what to expect. You can use the forms to provide general feedback on
audibility, pronunciation, articulation, expression and rate of speech. You can use this form to grade students,
or simply comment on their progress. This will help you establish uniform criteria for grading essays even
though students may be writing about different aspects of the material. By following this form you will be able
to evaluate the thesis, organization, supporting arguments, paragraph transitions, grammar, spelling,
punctuation, etc. They pull questions from the multiple choice and short essay sections, the character and
object descriptions, and the chapter abstracts to create worksheets that can be used for pop quizzes, in-class
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assignments and homework. Periodic homework assignments and quizzes are a great way to encourage
students to stay on top of their assigned reading. They can also help you determine which concepts and ideas
your class grasps and which they need more guidance on. By pulling from the different sections of the lesson
plan, quizzes and homework assignments offer a comprehensive review of Shadows on the Koyukuk: This
lesson plan provides both full unit tests and mid-unit tests. You can choose from several tests that include
differing combinations of multiple choice questions, short answer questions, short essay questions, full essay
questions, character and object matching, etc. Some of the tests are designed to be more difficult than others.
Some have essay questions, while others are limited to short-response questions, like multiple choice,
matching and short answer questions. Scroll through the sections of the lesson plan that most interest you and
cut and paste the exact questions you want to use into your new, personalized Shadows on the Koyukuk:
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5: Shadows on the Koyukuk: An Alaskan Native's Life Along the River by Sidney Huntington
Shadows on the Koyukuk: an Alaskan native's life along the river. [Sidney Huntington; Jim Rearden] -- [The author], son
of an Athapaskan mother and a white trader/trapper father, [grew] up on the Koyukuk River in Alaska's harsh Interior.

The Koyukuk in the early and middle 20th century came alive while I read this book. Huntington who, like my
own grandfather, Carl Emil Jensen, came to Alaska from Europe at the turn of the century. While Carl
continued working up and down the Yukon as a boat engineer, James settled into the Koyukuk region. Gold
mining profoundly influenced both their lives. James came to find gold. Carl stowed away on a boat from
Denmark to live with the Indians and ended up making a living hauling freight up and down the Yukon River
for the miners. Nine years after surviving her incredible journey, Anna gives birth to Sydney. By June of
Sydney is five years old, he has a brother, Jimmy, three years old and a sister, Marion, one and a half years
old. It was then that Anna ate an Athabaskan delicacy described as the white gristly tentacled part of whitefish
guts. After eating this she dies leaving Sydney, Jimmy and Marion alone. In the next few remarkable days the
three luckily survive mosquitoes, diaper rash, a bear who bites a diaper off Marion, a boat ride, and food
poisoning without the help of adult supervision. All this is in the first 40 pages of the book! In the pages that
follow Sydney and his brother attend the Anvik Mission, located in the village where my mother and
grandmother were born. Eventually they attend the Eklutna boarding school. These chapters provide firsthand
student accounts of life in these schools and reveal some philosophical differences between the two schools.
These chapters are an important contribution to the history of Native Alaskan Education. I have driven past
Eklutna hundreds of times and never even knew there was a boarding school in Eklutna. By the time Sydney
and Jimmy are teenagers they have moved back to the Koyukuk with their father to learn how to survive on
their own. They build boats, buildings, tools, furniture and more - all without the help of power tools and
using lumber they cut down and whipsawed by hand. Using this same lumber Sydney even makes a fiddle and
a guitar with glue he renders from moose hooves. There are fascinating tales of the brothers and others hunting
and trapping ferocious animals. Yet, throughout these experiences Sydney makes a point of mentioning the
Athabaskan tradition of respect and appreciation for animals. This includes the practice of not wasting meat,
fur or other parts of the animals they caught. When the brothers get older they adapt to new technologies, they
rely less on dog sleds and more on airplanes. The stories of replacing fish traps fish with fish wheels, and
feeding the dogs with rice and fish are consistent with stories my folks and other Athabaskans have told me.
For example, until the early s the US postal service relied heavily on dogs to deliver the mail. Eventually
airplanes took over. The Huntington brothers were fascinated with building things. After reading articles in
popular mechanical magazines about perpetual motion machines Sydney made a respectable attempt at
making one of those. This story reminds me of the story about my own grandfather and my uncles, who, like
Sydney, read these same magazines and made a snow machine by putting bulldozer tracks on an old truck.
Near the end of the book there is a harrowing experience involving a snow machine and other modern outdoor
gear that stands in contrast to earlier stories in the book. New dangers are created by technology and new
solutions come to the rescue. There are incredible stories of near death experiences while hunting and
trapping. These stories provide great outdoor wisdom handed down from Athabaskan Elders. Everything from
how to prevent hypothermia to tips on hunting and fishing is covered in very down to earth stories. Common
sense is a cross-cultural asset, but unfortunately it is not all that common. This book addresses this issue well
with chapters on sled dogs, beavers, fish, ferocious animals, and old Koyukon ways - to name a few. The book
attempts to follow a chronological path, but fortunately it digresses into fascinating forward motions. In the
course of several chapters themes re-occur that deal with food chain biology and how it affects the economics
of the region. As the forces of nature cause scarcity or abundance in one region it forces migration of people
and animals to areas that provide resources for survival. There are stories with early trading between Eskimos
and Athabaskans. There are stories of Athabaskan and white traders as well. Even though the economic
depression in the s lowers the price of fur, Sydney, Jimmy and their father adapt well using a subsistence
lifestyle. Mining was all but shut down. This is quite a shift from living off the land and creates another big
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change in life. Later in life Sydney is appointed to the Alaska Board of Fish and Game where he would tell
stories of his life on the Koyukuk to help illuminate subsistence and related issues. Incidentally, this is where
he meets Jim Reardon, who eventually helps Sydney write the book. Sydney was an entrepreneur. In his
chapter on Galena he talks about the fishing business and how it changed. Going from subsistence to
commercial status and what it entailed. All that is packed into one blockbuster story after another. Although I
have written a rather long book review, I have only touched on a few of the incredible stories in this book. I
leave those for you.
6: Shadows on the Koyukuk: An Alaskan Native's Life Along the River by Jim Rearden
In the Shadow of Eagles is a uniquely American saga. Rudy Billberg's story takes readers through the great age of
aviation, from his first airplane ride in Minnesota in to his bush flying career in Alaska beginning in

7: shadows on the koyukuk | Download eBook pdf, epub, tuebl, mobi
Shadows on the Koyukuk is a plain & simple memoir with unpretentious recounting of arduous survival interwoven with
memories of cheerful, wholehearted contentment of where Sidney found himself in a fabled & beautiful land.

8: Shadows on the Koyukuk: An Alaskan Native's Life Along the River - Sidney Huntington - Google Books
Shadows on the Koyukuk: An Alaskan Native's Life Along the River [Huntington, Sidney] on www.enganchecubano.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is more than one man s incredible tale of hardship and success in Alaska.

9: Download [PDF] Shadows On The Koyukuk Free Online | New Books in Politics
Find great deals on eBay for shadows on the koyukuk. Shop with confidence.
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